THE FINGER LAKES LACE GUILD
presents the

39th Annual Ithaca Lace Day and Conference
Friday, Saturday, Sunday and Monday -- October 11th, 12th, 13th and 14th, 2019
at the
Clarion Inn*, 2310 North Triphammer Road, Ithaca, New York, 14850

Featured Speakers
Devon Thein ~ Lace, Not Lace: The Backstory
Kate Picone ~ Bringing Russian (Kukar) Lace Traditions to the United States
plus
Workshops, Sales, Demonstrations, Lace Exhibits, Lectures, Try-it-Yourself Table,
Lace and Bobbin Prizes
Lace Day on Saturday Is Free And Open To The Public
Workshops, Banquet Dinner and Evening Lecture by Preregistration
****
For more information about Lace Day or Workshops call:
Holly Van Sciver
(607) 277-0498 or email: vsblace@twcny.rr.com
http://www.vansciverbobbinlace.com or http://www.fingerlakeslaceguild.org

39th Annual Ithaca Lace Day and Conference
Come celebrate lace at the 39th Annual Ithaca Lace Day and Conference which will be held October
11th, 12th, 13th, and 14th, 2019, at the Clarion Inn, 2310 North Triphammer Road, Ithaca, New York
14850. The theme for this year is “Fans of Lace”. Sponsored by the Finger Lakes Lace Guild, the
Saturday exhibitions, sales room and lecture are free and open to the public.
We begin on Friday night with registration and an opening reception at the hotel. Please join us, with your
guest, in greeting the teachers and vendors and in renewing lacemaking friendships. On Saturday, visitors
will have the opportunity to view many exhibits. Visitors can shop at the vendors' tables. Items for sale
will include a broad line of lacemaking supplies, books, handcrafted bobbins, and antique and vintage
laces. Donations will be accepted for lots of lace and bobbin prizes.
At 12:45 on Saturday, Devon Thein will lecture on Lace, Not Lace: The Backstory. In addition to this
year's public event, eight workshops featuring teachers from England, Germany, Japan and the United States
will be offered in many different lace disciplines, including a beginners’ workshop offered for Saturday,
Sunday and Monday. Workshop participants, friends, and families are also invited to attend our banquet
dinner featuring our delectable chocolate cakes, to be held at the Clarion Inn* (formerly Ramada Inn
Airport). Don't miss seeing Gerry Munchel, our famous MC! Following dinner, Kate Picone will entertain
us with a lecture presentation entitled, Bringing Russian (Kukar) Lace Traditions to the United States.

Friday Evening, October 11, 2019
7:00 - 9:00

@

@

Registration and Reception (includes hors d'oeuvres supplied by the FLLG)

Saturday, October 12, 2019
9:00 - 3:30

Registration, Sales, Demonstrations, Lace Exhibits, Try-It-Yourself Table
12:45 - 1:45

Lecture on
Lace, Not Lace: The Backstory by Devon Thein
2:00 - 5:00

Workshops
6:30 - 7:00

Social Gathering, Cash Bar
7:00 - 10:00

@

@

Banquet Dinner and After-Dinner Lecture
on
Bringing Russian (Kukar) Lace Traditions to the United States by Kate Picone

Sunday, October 13, 2019
9:00 - 4:00

@

@

Workshops (includes brunch from 12:00-1:00 supplied by the FLLG)

Monday, October 14, 2019
9:00 - 4:00

Workshops (includes lunch from 12:00-1:00 supplied by the FLLG)
Guests can choose to stay at any of the hotels, campsites and B&B’s in the area, but rooms are hard to find in Ithaca in the Fall,
so those wishing to stay at the Clarion Inn should book well in advance and cancel if necessary, adhering to the cancellation
guidelines set by the Clarion Inn. Call the local number at (607) 257-3100 and ask for the room block being held for the Finger
Lakes Lace Guild.
Limited funds are available for a tuition scholarship. For information & application form see the Guild website http://
www.fingerlakeslaceguild.org or request an application form from Shirley Egan, 2578 Fry Rd., Aurora, NY 13026.

Workshops
Saturday, October 12, 2:00 pm - 5:00 pm ~ Sunday, October 13, 9:00 am - 4:00 pm ~ Monday, October 14, 9:00 am - 4:00 pm

Bedfordshire Lace, Beginning and Continuing, Louise West
The course is suitable for all levels of Bedfordshire Lacemakers. A choice of motifs from “Bedfordshire Lace Designs” and some new motifs
which have not been published before, all designed by Louise, will be used for this course. The new motifs are based on English wild

flowers. All patterns will be supplied as a ‘ready to work’ pattern with the markings and holes laser pricked.
PREREQUISITES: Already be confident in making lace – Students can be new to Bedfordshire but should already be grounded in the fundamentals
of bobbin lace. Ideally be able to make leaf tallies, although not essential.
Louise has more than 25 years experience in a wide range of making, designing and teaching traditional and contemporary lace. She
has exhibited and published internationally, and recently introduced the ‘Ready to Work’ laser produced digital lace patterns
worldwide winning two business awards in the UK for this innovation.

Design and Make Lace Using Russian Techniques, Kate Picone
During this course you will learn about Kukar Lace and how it differs from Vologda Lace. Additionally you will learn the rules for Kukar Lace
pattern making. I will share traditional patterns and we will combine the elements to create a pattern of a desired shape and size. Each student will
create a unique pattern for further completion. Traditionally, a white cotton or linen thread is used. A black cotton thread or an unbleached linen
thread can be added.

PREREQUISITES: Basic bobbin lace skills
As a high school student, I had to choose a course to learn in a compulsory trade school. I chose
lacemaking and for one entire day each week I studied lacemaking for two years. An option to be
certified is given after completion of the course. This is helpful for future employment as a lacemaker
and to pursue further certifications. Since it was very competitive, I only got a chance to work once
as a lacemaker in Russia. My work was used by the designer Zaytsev which featured a wedding dress
made out of 500 3”x 3” squares. Fifteen
years later, I am creating lace for custom
wedding dresses in Brooklyn, NY.

First and Next Steps in Aemilia Ars and Frisado de Valladolid
Needle Lace, Carolyn Wetzel
In this mixed needle lace class, students can start or continue their work on
Aemilia Ars or Frisado de Valladolid needle lace projects. Italian Aemilia
Ars lace is made with white or natural color cotton thread and can be
geometric or floral in style. It is a sturdy, bold lace. Spanish Frisado lace is
made with real gold passing thread and colored silks. It is visually opulent
but fragile. Both laces have rich traditions and share the basic foundation of
most needle laces: the buttonhole stitch. If you are not interested in either
of these styles but want to expand your needle lace knowledge, you can
work on contemporary needle lace stitches and patterns. The instructor will
contact you before class to discuss what kind of lace and pattern you want
to work on, and what supplies you will need to bring.
PREREQUISITES: None
Carolyn Wetzel has been studying needle laces for over 30 years. She has published lace-related articles
in Piecework Magazine and has traveled to Europe several times for specialized study of techniques and
history. Other textile pursuits include weaving and small-scale flax and linen production. Carolyn's day
job is teaching college biology in Western Massachusetts.

Binche Lace, Beginning and Continuing, Kumiko Nakazaki
Binche is a continuous Belgian straight lace, rich in design and embellished with snowflake and five-hole grounds. Beginners,
intermediate and advanced students to Binche are welcome in this course. Lace makers who also want to try to make their own patterns
and study drafting are also welcome. Each student should contact the teacher prior to the course to choose a pattern at the appropriate
level.
PREREQUISITES: Students at all levels of bobbin lace making are accepted but they need to have solid bobbin lace fundamentals.
Kumiko has studied bobbin lace in Bruges, Belgium. She specializes in Binche and
Flanders and Duchesse. She has been designing and teaching lace since 2000.

Bobbin Made Jewelry from Metal Threads,
Martina Wolter-Kampmann
In this course students will be trained on the experimental handling of the special
metal threads. With a few bobbins, graceful ribbons are created for bracelets. The
soft meandering tape is complemented by the wiry tunnel relief. Both parts are
eloquently woven and combined. We will discover how it only takes 3 bobbins to
make the edge of some of the bracelets. There will be a kit fee of $20.00 which
will include all the specialty metallic threads needed for this class.
PREREQUISITES: Good knowledge of the basics of bobbin lacemaking.
Martina studied textile design at the University of Dortmund to become a teacher
in 1982-1985. In Bruge, Belgium, she studied lace making for teachers at the
Kantcentrum (Lace Center) and finished there with her “promotie” (Thread &
Pricking: A Partnership) 1986-1989. Since 2005 she has been head of the Lace
Net, an international school of long distance lacemaking courses, using her 30
years of teaching experience giving courses in Germany and many other countries.

Bucks Point and Honiton, Holly Van Sciver
This class offers the lacemaker the option of working Honiton (flat or raised and rolled) or Bucks Point
(geometric or floral) at any level. Honiton lace is a beautiful English free lace depicting images from
nature and is the gateway to interpretive lacemaking of pictorial images. Bucks Point is an English
continuous bobbin lace and is characterized by a delicate ground and a pattern outlined by a gimp thread.
It is a great opportunity to learn either one of these laces for the first time or to pursue continuing projects.
Of course any student interested in working on continuing projects in any lace is welcome in this class.
PREREQUISITES: Strong bobbin lace fundamentals
Holly has been a student and teacher of lacemaking for 45 years. Originally trained in England, she
specializes in teaching the 19th century English laces. She has taught and lectured in the United States,
Canada and Europe for the International Organization of Lace, regional lace guilds, national lace
conferences, museums, historical societies, universities, and professional organizations. Using an
interdisciplinary approach, Holly is a leader in teaching the fundamentals underlying lacemaking theory
and design. She is the founder of the Finger Lakes Lace Guild and owner of Van Sciver Bobbin Lace,
which has served to promote lacemaking worldwide since 1981.

's Gravenmoerse and Torchon, Logarithmic and Traditional,
Susie Johnson

This class is designed for students at a
variety of levels. This class is suitable for
those who have taken a beginning bobbin
lace class and are ready to explore the
world of Torchon lace. There will also be
enough challenges for those looking to
expand and improve their Torchon skills.
People who are comfortable with Torchon
are ready to move into the fascinating
world of ‘s Gravenmoerse lace. This is a
unique Dutch lace with unusual features
such as half stitch rows worked diagonally
instead of horizontally and special cloth
stitch blocks. For those who would like a
bit more of a challenge, logarithmic lace
using Brigitta Gornik’s patterns will be
another possibility.
People who are interested in either beginning or continuing Withof will also be
welcome. In addition, upon request and with approval, students are welcome to
pursue other laces which includes help with UFO’s and long-awaited projects
requiring help to start.
PREREQUISITES: Good Torchon skills.
Since she started making lace in 1981, Susie pursued the serious study of many different types of laces with different teachers from a
number of different countries. She is best known for her work in Withof but she has also been teaching a variety of other laces including
‘s Gravenmoerse for almost 30 years at events such as IOLI conventions, The Winter Lace Conference, the Finger Lakes Lace Days in
Ithaca and Lace at Sweet Briar as well as twice-weekly classes at home. Her work has been exhibited internationally and she has been
the co-coordinator of the International Poppy Project. She is also on the IOLI Proficiency Journal Committee.

Introduction To Bobbin Lacemaking,

Jean Jagendorf

Beginning students will learn the language of lace and practice several stitches in a
traditional sample tape. These stitches will then be used to complete a simple motif ~
a “lace bobbin” ~ an original design for this course. All students will receive a
complimentary booklet to keep as a background reference for further study in
traditional lace classes or for creative exploration with contemporary fiber art designs.
Materials to be used for this workshop will be loaned by the FLLG and turned in at
the end of class. Students may purchase supplies at the event to continue their
lacemaking. This course is being subsidized by the Finger Lakes Lace Guild, allowing
for a reduced rate of $68.00 for a two-day workshop including the Friday reception,
all Saturday activities, and Sunday brunch. An optional Monday extension of this
class, for an additional $58.00, will offer an opportunity to learn the first steps in
making Torchon lace. “Two Diamonds and a Spider” will include learning Torchon
ground and two traditional motifs as students complete a bookmark. Saturday/Sunday
registration is required to take this extension class.
PREREQUISITES: None
Jean has studied the traditional bobbin laces since 1983
with Holly Van Sciver and numerous Ithaca Lace Day
and IOLI workshop teachers. Designing and exhibiting
her 3 dimensional lace sculptures, Jean has lectured on
the creative process used in applying bobbin lace
techniques with various fibers, other materials, and
plexiglass and acrylic forms. She has taught beginning
bobbin lace classes for children and adults. The FLLG
logo was designed and executed by Jean in 1989.

Registration Form
Name: _________________________________________________________
Address: _________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
Phone: _________________________________________________________
Email: _________________________________________________________
Workshops run concurrently, so please list your choices in order of preference. Registration applications,
accompanied by full payment in U.S. dollars, may be mailed in at any time and will be processed by lottery on
August 12th. Applications received after August 12th will be accommodated on a space available basis in the
order received. Confirmation of courses and supply lists will be mailed by August 19th.

RECEPTION -- Friday, 7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

Please indicate number attending ______

(Rank)
______
______
______
______
______
______
______
______

SATURDAY/SUNDAY WORKSHOPS -- Saturday, 2:00 pm - 5:00 pm and Sunday, 9:00 am - 4:00 pm
Bedfordshire Lace, Beginning and Continuing, Louise West
Design and Make Lace Using Russian Techniques, Kate Picone
First and Next Steps in Aemilia Ars and Frisado de Valladolid Needle Lace, Carolyn Wetzel
Binche Lace, Beginning and Continuing, Kumiko Nakazaki
Bobbin Made Jewelry from Metal Threads, Martina Wolter-Kampmann
Bucks Point and Honiton, Holly Van Sciver
's Gravenmoerse and Torchon, Logarithmic and Traditional, Susie Johnson
Introduction To Bobbin Lacemaking, Jean Jagendorf

(Rank)
______
______
______
______
______
______
______
______

MONDAY WORKSHOPS -- Monday, 9:00 am - 4:00 pm
Bedfordshire Lace, Beginning and Continuing, Louise West
Design and Make Lace Using Russian Techniques, Kate Picone
First and Next Steps in Aemilia Ars and Frisado de Valladolid Needle Lace, Carolyn Wetzel
Binche Lace, Beginning and Continuing, Kumiko Nakazaki
Bobbin Made Jewelry from Metal Threads, Martina Wolter-Kampmann
Bucks Point and Honiton, Holly Van Sciver
's Gravenmoerse and Torchon, Logarithmic and Traditional, Susie Johnson
Introduction To Bobbin Lacemaking, Jean Jagendorf

CANCELLATION POLICY: If you need to cancel, please tell us immediately so that someone else may have your place.
Requests for refunds must be made in writing to the Registrar and must be postmarked by September 14th. Refunds will be subject
to a $10.00 cancellation fee. We will not be able to honor requests for refunds postmarked after September 14th.
Number of Price per
People
Registrant

Item

Total

Registration Fee (applicable to workshop registrants only)
$35.00
$145.00
Sat/Sun Lace Workshop Tuition (Includes Sunday Brunch)
$38.00
Banquet Dinner and Lecture
$95.00
Monday Workshop (Includes Lunch)
$68.00
Introduction To Bobbin Lacemaking Sat/Sun (Includes Registration Fee, Tuition, and Brunch)
$58.00
Introduction To Bobbin Lacemaking Monday Extension Course (Includes Lunch)
Please make your check payable to “Finger Lakes Lace Guild”
TOTAL
Limited funds are available for a tuition scholarship. For information & application form see the Guild website http://
www.fingerlakeslaceguild.org or request an application form from Shirley Egan, 2578 Fry Rd., Aurora, NY 13026.

Banquet Dinner
(friends and family are welcome)
Sliced Sirloin of Beef with Sautéed Mushrooms, Chicken Francaise, Seafood Lasagna Alfredo Style
Tossed Spinach Salad, Garden Salad with House Dressing, Three Bean Salad, Marinated Tortellini Primavera
Glazed Carrots, Red Bliss Potatoes, Dinner Rolls with Butter, Cake and Ice Cream, Coffee, Tea, Decaf
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Please mail completed registration form and checks, payable to the Finger Lakes Lace Guild, to
Kathy Kauffmann, 734 Oak Street, Winnetka, IL 60093-2521, Phone: (847) 784-1447

